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Season 3, Episode 11
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Single Fright Female



Emily's relationship with Paige has been anything but easy, but she finally feels like their relationship is going in the right direction. So when Spencer comes to her with a sordid tale about Paige's history with Alison, Emily is not ready to heed her friend's warnings. With Spencer knowing Paige's violent past and this new information about a blood feud between Alison and Paige right before Alison disappeared, she can't stand by to let one of her best friends get close to a potential enemy. But will Spencer cross a line that Emily can't forgive in her attempt to prove to Emily who Paige really is?

Meanwhile, Aria feels she has to help Ezra move on from his past if their relationship is to move forward, but what she finds may be more than she expected.
Quest roles:
Sasha Pieterse(Alison DiLaurentis), Tyler Blackburn(Caleb Rivers), Vanessa Ray(CeCe Drake), Lindsey Shaw(Paige McCullers), Tammin Sursok(Jenna Marshall), Edward Kerr(Pastor Ted Wilson), Sterling Sulieman(Nate St. Germain), Gregg Sulkin(Wesley Fitzgerald), Larisa Oleynik(Maggie Cutler), Flynn Morrison(Malcolm)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 August 2012, 20:00
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